
Paolo Clemente visit Tongji 

 

During Oct. 6 to Oct. 14, Dr. Paolo Clemente, who is Research Director and Coordinator of ENEA Task Force 

for Earthquakes in ENEA, Italian National Agency for new technologies, energy and sustainable economic 

development, Earthquake Engineering Department, visited Tongji University and gave three lectures for 

post graduate students, as well as teachers and engineers from the circle line of historic building 

preservation. We exchanged ideas and opinions each other.  

The first lesson on 7th Oct. 2017 was about history of seismic isolation, main applications in the world and 

in existing buildings. In the last part of the lecture Dr. Paolo introduced an innovative seismic isolation that 

occurs to the foundation without touching the structure of existing building. The second lesson on 9th Oct. 

2017 focused on: preservation of tower structures, case of studies and some retrofit intervention (see Fig. 

1). The third one on 13th Oct. 2017, were analysed the problem about stone arch bridge structure 

preservation, especially focusing in the theory of arch structure. 

During his visit of Tongji University, Dr. Paolo also investigated three sites in Shanghai. The first one, on 

10th Oct. 2017, concerns to a new residential area in Dongjiadu district where foundation damages occur 

on existing church due to deep excavation of new building work side (see Fig. 2). The second one, was a 

field investigation to Customs Building, near The Bund. The aim was try to formulate a restoration plan for 

this ancient steel-frame structure (see Fig. 3). The third one, on 11th Oct. 2017 interest Yufo Temple 

relocation where the Shanghai Construction Company showing techniques and approaches adopted during 

the relocation of Temple (see Fig. 4).  

The short visit was end on 14th Oct., 2017. This event was supported by Civil Engineering Peak Discipline 

Plan. We will do more academic exchanges in the future. 

 

                            

       Fig. 1 The group photo after the second lecture                              Fig. 2 Worksite of a Christan Church 

                              

        Fig. 3 Worksite of the costume House                                                       Fig. 4 Worksite of Jade Budda Temple 


